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endothelial cells, glomerular mcsangial cells, parietal cells 
etc.). 
As a final but important point. I should like to stress hou 
useful it is to find plentiful ‘useful tips’. Anyone like myself 
who has tried to adopt a methodology from the printed page 
must be aware that there are almost always hidden pitfalls fol 
the novice. It is therefore nice to find plenty of warnings and 
helpful hints. For example, the differential elution of 
multitritiated 20:4 metabolites (p. 215), or the rival benefits 
of different separation cartridges (p. 346), or the problems in 
interpreting LTCa ‘receptors’ (p. 429), the problems with 
getting RNA from seminal vesicles if you store the glands 
(high nucleate content, p. 471), procedures for minimising 
gastric cell clumping (p. 51 I) and 50 on. 
hly only serious grouse concerns the index. .4lthough large 
(31 pages, about 1200 entries I guess). when I put it to the test 
it failed to identify many important things in the text. Thus 
it is not necessarily a reliable wa> of searching for 
information on your chosen topic. 
This book \vill clearly be essential not only for the library, 
but also for the laboratorq, and I am privileged to have been 
given the opportunity to retie\\ it. 
R. Hoult 
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Recent developments in physical and, particularly, molecular 
biological methods for studying membrane proteins seem 
likely to illuminate a hitherto intractable problem in classical 
biochemistry - the mechanism of action of membrane 
transport systems. However, students - and practising 
researchers, for that matter tend to be familiar with 
molecular biological methods, but far less comfortable with 
theoretical aspects of membrane transport, i.e. 
thermodynamics, kinetics. model-building, and so on. There 
is thus a need for a book that integrates these areas to provide 
an up-to-date account of structure/function relationships in 
membrane proteins, while not shrinking from a rigorous 
treatment of transport theory: this teYt goes a long way 
toward fulfilling that need. 
Aimed at advanced students and at researchers entering the 
field, the book co\‘err simple diffusion, ion channels, carrier- 
mediated transport, secondary active transport by symportw 
and antiporters, ATP-driven ion pumps, transport regulation 
and the integration (with particular reference to the kidney) 
of transport systems. Its opening account of membrane 
structure is the least successful chapter; it contains come 
questionable generalizations on the ctructurcs of membrane 
proteins, and in any case most textbooks of biochemistry 
cover this material in more depth. For most readers, however, 
this chapter lvill be superfluous, and no-one is likely to be 
disappointed \vith the authoritative and readable treatment of 
membrane transport \+hich follo\vs. In each section, essential 
theory is covered in the main text, with constant reference to 
experimental cbidence, bvhile mathematical derivations that 
arc peripheral to the main thrust of the argument are ‘boxed’, 
as are many descriptions of individual transport systems. The 
result i\ that the text has a satisfying continuity and clarity, 
while the boxe5 not only supplement the argument, but can 
be read and understood on their own. There is a wealth of 
yuantitati\e data, presented in tables, and each chapter- has a 
reading list, which includes references up to 1989. 
The strength of this book is the way in which rigorous yet 
lucid expositions of the theoretical basis of various types of 
transport are integrated with illuminating discussions ot 
experimental results. Numerous ion channels and transport 
proteins arc described, briefly but informatively. The account 
of P-type ATPases is outstanding, although that of F-type is 
rather brief, and V-types get only a mention. Respiratory- 
chain-linked ion transport is not discussed, and the treatment 
of the ion/ATP stoichiometry of pumps, a difficult and 
contentious issue, is surprisingly brief. 
Any reservation about the treatment of particular 
examples are trivial when set against the real value of this 
book. It will continue to be rewarding reading when many 
symposium reports have become outdated, and it is warmly 
welcomed and recommended. 
D.ti. Apps 
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In 1988 the Austrian pharmaceutical company, Chemofux, 
decided to institute an international award for an outstanding 
research paper published in the preceding two years in the 
area of bone and mineral metabolism. A jury was constituted, 
duly made its decision and then all came together in 
November 1988 in Vienna to make the award. This book 
represents a collection of the award kvinning article along with 
presentations by member\ of the jury of wme of their 
published and unpublished work. 
The work comprises I3 articles, the first and longest of 
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